EPISODE 305: “BATTLE OF THE BITCHES” (Part 2)

Panoba, Day 10
Lill keeps her friend and ally, Andrew in the loop.
Lill - The pm's were flying fast and furious last night. Amanda wants Christa out. Christa wants
Amanda out. Christa starts sending all kinds of "info" and deals to everybody - Amanda, Courtney,
James, etc. Christa said it was to freak Amanda out and make her make a mistake. All its done is
draw a huge flashing red target on her back. I've been getting a lot of "she said, she said" pm,
accusing each other of trying to sell out each other's alliances. Christa offered Courtney some
deal to get her to sin Amanda out this round. I hope it's not offering up one of us as a sacrifice...
I'm worried about this.

Andrew - I'm worried about it too, on many levels. We are strong right now, and any thought of
trading that strength because of perceptions really has to be completely reasoned out. I guess it
boils down to who we believe. I am pretty certain Amanda is your partner. Now, I'm sure Amanda
knows that Christa wants her gone. Could Amanda be playing this information up to cause us to
turn on Christa? Or, is Amanda being straight with us? What are the consequences to us working
as a solid unit if we start to turn on each other already? Finally, who on Andoa would trust
Christa enough to make her feel comfortable flipping. It just doesn't make sense to me. I think
Andoa knows their only hope is to get one of us to split our group up. Some of them tried the
same thing on me last night. That's my opinion, but I'm always open to discussing what you see
and think, because I'm am committed to working with you as far as we can go.
Lill - I totally agree. I just think Christa is playing a dangerous game. If in her zeal to cause a rift,
she says something they can use to get one of us to flip (like Ryan or Osten) We need to make
sure everybody on our side is solid.
Ryan is up early the next day and receives an earful from Courtney and Lill.
Courtney - Last night, Christa tried to turn me against everyone. She is good stirring up shit. I felt
scared for a bit because she was telling me all sorts of have truths and whatnot. She offered me
a deal if I sat out Amanda and voted her out with her side. She said I could be the last pair
standing and get an HII if I did as she said. I was even tempted.
But I'm not going to do it.
Ryan - Christa's good, I know, she's been working me had from the beginning, she thinks we are
close allies, I like her a lot but I don't trust her. Who are we getting rid of first again, I have to
prevote.
Courtney - I wanted Andrew, but at this time... it has to be Christa... She was also claiming to me
that James was selling out 'his partner' to her... I think its bullshit. I asked for pm proof. She
showed me none. Just trying to turn everyone against everyone. I will sit her out at the immunity
challenge today. She'll be a sitting duck if the people we think we can trust are actually.
Ryan - OK, wow, crazy, hopefully that all works out. I'll prevote Christa and backup vote Andrew
then?
Courtney - I just want to tell you, I got you and James backs. If I didn't have you guys, I'd make a
play for the idols and take Christa's deal she was offering. I will even say this, I got you guys'
backs as far as putting you two above my partner.
When Ryan questions Lill, she plays dumb.
Lill - Last night was crazy. Accusations, sell outs, plans, schemes, all flying everywhich way.
Christa started a war with Amanda - I don't know why. Amanda is gone nuclear. and I feel like a
referee in a game of chicken between them. Not good.
Ryan - Do you have any idea what it's all about?
Lill - Someone told christa about an alliance with Amanda, James, and I don't know who. She got
spooked and started offering deals (i.e. selling people out) to Amanda, courtney, and james from
what I hear. Amanda went nuclear crazy... She wants me to get Christa to do this, and Christa
wants me to get Amanda to do that... My head hurts.
Ryan - James and Courtney have been offering me a deal with a 6 alliance of James, Courtney,
Amanda, Ti, and.... you, so that fact that you arn't even mentioning it makes me more suspicious
of them than before.
Lill - me? great. How come nobody ever tells me these things...? Have you said anything to Christa,
Andrew, or Osten?

Ryan - So you don't even know about this? AHAHAHAHA. Woooowwwwwww Christa knows, I told her
about it, but we are for sure sticking together as a tribe right now? Who are we getting rid of
next amongst them?
Courtney and Lill compare notes, and Lill attempts to stir the pot even further.
Courtney - I feel a little better. I see Ryan on.... you been talking to him?
Lill - I just sent him a generic "Crista started a war with Amanda - what the hell?" message... I
haven't told him anything yet. Christa sent me an angry message basically saying "How dare
courtney want me to sell out osten!! I would NEVER sell out my allies!"
Courtney -I got it last night from her last night too. It's good for us because I plan on using that
against her with Bri and Todd. I'm saving every Christa pm I get for weapons against her
Lill - I imagine you have a lot of them by now. Seems the girl is hell bent on painting a huge
flashing red target on her back. I don't understand her strategy here.
Courtney - last night, it was like... ok, here's the alliance... and she's trying to pm everyone of us,
turning us against one another. I am going to publically expose the deal she offered me at the
immunity challenge. Scent of a Woman... someone here, I'm not saying who, offered to buy this
boy's soul....
Lill – ok, by the way... Ryan is the little weasel. I asked him vaguely about this "alliance thing with
Amanda, james etc..." and he said that he told Christa everything, and that Omurano is together.
Courtney - Don't worry. I will work Bri and Todd. I may have to throw 'my partner' under the bus to
get them on board, you know, I want put you above them, that sort of thing
Lill - poor Tijuana...
Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - I just realized how big this vote is. If I can save Amanda and
Christa goes, Lill will have been undercut big time. I have sold Lill out to James and Amanda over
the days. Once it was decided on Amanda over Dave, she became my meal ticket. I want Amanda
in this game as my shield. Lill overplayed her hand the last couple days. She can't really tell
Christa what is REALLY going on. She's in too deep. She knows if Bri and Todd are voting, along
with Ryan and T... the votes are there to get rid of Christa whether she likes it or not. I want Lill
'trapped' in the alliance I and Amanda created. If she does flip this shit, I will make it my goal to
sell her out to Christa later on in the game once I get the HII. I do know I will be the last
pagonged member if Christa takes control. If she does, I stick close to her and the HII gives me a
free pass over one of her side. That's worst case scenario.
Meanwhile, Lill pushes for a Todd boot via Ryan.
Lill - Let's vote out Todd. nobody's expecting it, now.
Ryan - Todd next? OK, I'm fine with that, do the "rest" know it'll be Todd. Who should I put as my
backup though? I'll have to prevote as usual and in case Todd wins immunity. Also, sorry if this
sounds cocky, but according to TC answers last night Brianna, Ti, and Andrew know less about
who is partnered with who than I do. Me, Ryan, mister never been to a challenge and always
votes by prevote is more in the loop then them?
Lill - I've spoken to most everybody. I think it's the best way. In case todd wins immunity..Brianna?
Ryan - OK, good to me, right now I think the best way to counter all this craziness is to keep it
simple, and that's about as simple as it gets. That sounds fine to me, just fine.
Lill - That's what I think. We just stick to the plan and let the plan work.

Lill plays Courtney and Ryan against one another.
Courtney - Ryan isn't even pming me. The little rat. We did get cocky about this. Time to put the
hard work in. The only good thing is, Christa's math to a majority includes you and T. I got the
goods on Christa. She told me flat out she was willing to vote out Todd. She told me she'd never
sell out her tribal allies. I'm giving Todd and Bri those pms.
Lill - Ryan is a weasel. He told me he spilled the beans to Christa about everything as far as he
knew it. I played dumb to the alliance thing and just told him that "someone told christa that
James and Amanda had an alliance against her and she started a war with Amanda... you hear
anything about that?" and he told me he was the ratfink. He told me he doesn't trust anything you
guys say. I hate it when people you trust are weasels. He asked wh oto prevote for, I said Todd.
that takes out one vote against amanda, at least minimizes the damage.
Courtney - That's funny... he didn't give her the right information. She still has the partners wrong
and she doesn't know me and Amanda were the ones who came up with the partner alliance. She
has no idea how big a leader I am on the other side. She thinks I'm a poor little puppy dog
mistreated by my bad owners.
Lill - Let's keep it that way!
Lill – CONFESSIONAL - Wow, I didn't think I would be able to pull everyone's strings at the
same time, but I think I've accomplished it.
Christa is dumb. Really dumb. Amanda thinks
she's in control, but she's totally being manipulated by Courtney and me. I think the only one who
gets it is Tijuana, and she hasn't seen the last half of the play yet...
Lill - courtney is feeding me a load of BS about how Christa has been betraying people and that
she's going to expose her at TC or something like that. It's just noise.
Ryan - She's been feeding me the same stuff
Lill - Desperate and worried it seems...
Ryan - Indeed indeed she is. She's been asking me to boot Christa based on the alliance I [and
you!?!?!] are supposed to be in, I've been telling her I will but... obviously I won't
Courtney informs James that Ryan is the leak.
Courtney - Lill got proof that Ryan is the rat, btw. Lill and I cooked up a scheme... tell the more
inactive players to pre-vote for Todd on Christa's side. I got the goods on Christa. She told me she
was willing to vote out Todd and that she was loyal to her tribal alliances. I sent Bri and todd
those pms.
James - Yup I heard. Fuck Ryan and his horny ass dead. Good thinking with the forwarding. We just
need one more vote baby. If Brianna had any game at all, she'd stick with her real homeys and
not the bitch who's playing her for a fool.
Courtney - I also explained to Bri and Todd how if Amanda got voted out, there'd be no reason for
her partner to flip next round. We only need one patner to flip this round, really, if we all stay
true. It gets harder each round we wait.
James confronts his partner, Ryan, about flipping on the alliance.
James - Did you squeal on our alliance of six? And if so WHY? Do you actually think Christa will be
loyal to you in the end? She's been working every god damned angle to everyone and everything
tonight. She's pretty much been pegged as THE schemer. I can't believe you picked her over

us...or even me bro. But all is not lost. If the six of us are voting the same way, then it won't
matter. Are you down with that or no?
Ryan - I don't know how our plan got out man, but it wasn't me
I'm very much in on the plan but
who are we booting first?
James - I hope you're being honest dude. It seems Christa is the first target. Any problems?
Ryan - None, like I said, I like her but I don't trust her
James - Good to hear. Not that there's anything she can do about it, since there's more than
enough votes to send her packing.
Ryan - Dude, logistical question, why doesn't Lil know she's in this alliance. You playing ME now?
James - Oh Lill knows.
The only one we're worried about is you homey. If you don't want in this
alliance though, someone's more than happy to take your place.
Ryan - I was honestly pretty sure I was going to go with you guys until I asked Lil about it and she
had know idea what the hell I was talking about.
James - Sigh. You wanna talk mano to mano? It's because everyone found out you were a rat.
Christa pretty much spilled the beans to all of us. That it was you who told her everything. Some
friend she is huh? Lill is pretending to still be on her side so she doesn't suspect anything. Playing
dumb to you so you don't feed any more info to Christa. Lemme guess, she told you to pre-vote
Todd aite? Dude, I can't believe you would sell me out over some crack whore you just met. I've
got your back man, I would never vote you out. That bitch Christa you're in love with has been
playing everyone for fools. And trust me, if you side with her, she will toss you aside sooner
rather than later. So what will it be? Will you side with good or will you side with evil? If her side
gets the majority, I can take it like a man. But wouldn't you rather still have your partner?
Ryan - Well then, that's the kind of shit I'd like to hear. Nice, straight shooting talk. The reason I
told Christa? She made me feel comfortable in a game that I know for sure I wasn't going to make
it very far in, and when you approached me with this side deal, it sounded great, but I was ready
to play it safe and just vote with my tribe to get much farther than I thought I would, so I told
Christa because I thought it was just theoretical. Now that I'm pretty certain that Christa is a rat,
I'm rethinking things. She'd basically dead to me, and I want to go back to the safety that is my
friend. But I do have some questions. When it comes down to six, what happens? That's very
important for me to know. I'm now almost completely certain, hell, ok, I'm certain that I'm going
to go into this alliance of six. But I would like some job security.
James - Thank gawd you're willing to see the light. I was so fucking worried man. So fucking
worried. When it comes down to six? That's thinking a bit far don't ya think? Whatever you feel
comfortable with. As long as I know you're on my side, I would never willingly give you up. I think
I'm tight enough with Courtney and Amanda that we can make something work. Last I heard it'd
probably be Lill because she's running the show.
Ryan - OK, I'm sorry I was a poophead, I won't be a poophead anymore. I'll go prevote Christa now, I
had the Todd with Brianna backup that Lil told me posted... but now that I know Lil just thought
I was a rat, I'll switch it. I think I'm ready to commit to this plan. And James my friend, I ALWAYS
think ahead. But I trust that something can came of it
James assures Courtney that Ryan is still in the alliance.
James - He was waffling because Lill acted like she didn't know about the alliance. So if the six of
us are committed, we should be golden. The only one I'm really worried about now is Lill. She's
down with us right?

Courtney - Lill was doing a smart thing, actually ... she thought Ryan was the rat, so she played
dumb and tried to misdirect his vote. Good thing you got him back on track... I still consider him
disposable later on, though.
James - As do I. But we have to keep it very secret or he'll flop back long before then. I think we
should be fine tomorrow night. I hope Christa doesn't win immunity. She needs to be guillotined.
Courtney - She can't win immunity. I got the sit out power.
James - Right... Good old powers. Time for payback baby. She's toast.
Amanda arrives and still worries about Lill.
James - I finally managed to slap some sense into Ryan. I basically told it like it is, that he has a
much better future with us than with that scheming ho Christa. He was basically waffling before
because Lill pretended like she didn't know a thing about the alliance. The only way this can fail
now is if Lill was playing us all along. Let's hope not.
Amanda - Well, the thing with Lil has been that she's proven herself to be untrustworthy. However,
I trust Courtney and if Courtney trusts her, than I have to.
James - I guess so. Courtz is our girl.
I hope Lill isn't playing her own partner too. Cuz that'd be
messed up.
Amanda - I pray that's not the case. I basically told Lil that I had problems trusting her, but she
sort of convinced me she'd have no reason to.
James – CONFESSIONAL - So now that I've manged to get Ryan back on board, are we good?
Or will something still manage to screw things up for us?
I hope everyone in the six is telling
the truth. It's an alliance that benefits all of us equally. Not one person over another. I dunno
why anyone would want out, since their partner's are included in it. I still trust Courtney and
Amanda over everyone else. Even Ryan. Lill is kinda giving me a shady vibe. I would not be
surprised if she flipped on us later on. Or even tonight.
Ryan - James told you right? That I am now golden and my sneaky little rat asshole days are over?
Lill - yes. You all make my head hurt. Do you have any idea how much drama you caused?
Ryan - Sorry *wimper*
Ryan – CONFESSIONAL - Me and James had some rocky times recently when he found out I
was working both sides as I tried to commit two one or the other of my two strategic options, but
I have now official committed to his side [James, Courtney, Amanda, Lil, Ti, and myself] instead
of Christa. The alliance I've listed above is the real power core in this game [I think] so I don't
have to worry about being the bottom rung of Omurano, just of that alliance
Just as he says goodbye to his rat-like ways, Ryan says hello to Christa.
Ryan - You're being targeted. Courtney said that the "alliance of six" [which Lil is supposed to be in
but doesn't even know about] will vote you out next, you're welcome. I of course will not be
voting you out.
Christa - Lill told me I was there target. It's not like them targetting me is that big of a surprise.
Ryan - I guess people see you as the schemer *shrug* that's what people have told me.
Christa - I know that's A reason, but I also know that it's mainly because Amanda is calling the shot
and she knows I'm after her.

Meanwhile, those on the outside of the alliance remain out of the loop.
Christa - *yawn* You hearing anything?
Andrew - Nothing from the other side. From our side just people trying to decide who to send out.
Christa - Personally, I'd want Amanda gone, because to me, she's been the biggest threat since day
1. If that ends up changing, I'll go along with anything, because I want us to stay unified, but
Amanda is the current target, I'm pretty sure.
Courtney approaches Christa informing her of the decision involving the Immunity
Challenge and her power to sit someone out.
Courtney - I never wanted to target you. I always wanted Andrew. I was overruled. I think we know
its a showdown between you and Amanda at this point. I'm going to fight til my last breath, just
as you will be doing. Good luck.
Christa - Why Andrew?
Courtney - Well... no reason... I was trying to come up with a compromise, It's an arbitrary boot
choice, same thing with the Osten deal I offered you, but given the shit you stirred up, everyone
is pissed at you. There are some on my side who want me to publically expose the deal you
offered me, last pair standing, HII. This is getting nasty. If I don't sit you out, my side will hate
me. I have no choice
Christa - Fine.
Courtney informs Christa’s partner, Todd, of her potential boot.
Courtney - Seriously, I think some of Christa's allies are jumping ship. 6-5... maybe 7-4 if it goes
really well. James told me he got his partner on board.
Todd - Do we know who the "partners" are?
Courtney - I know them all, I think... the thing is, I don't know if its my place to say who James' is
for his protection, you know? He's sticking his neck out voting with us. I also think Amanda's
partner wants to flip to protect Amanda. That should give us the vote. I'm worried about Bri. She
is hardly on. We need her vote. I got a pm to her explaining how Christa is trying to turn us
against one another, yadda yadda yadda. I pray this works. I don't want to be under the foot of
Christa the rest of the game.
Todd - Just make sure you don't start making this public, if you already haven't. I'd love to blind
side her.
Courtney - She knows her ass is on the line. It won't be a blindside. Sorry. Alot of shit went down
last night when she offered me the 'last pair standing' deal... it was agreed then, she was trying
to split us up and she had to go. Amanda knows her ass is on the line too. It's a showdown
between them. If Amanda gets immunity, Christa will sell you out as quick as she can. Christa
ain't getting immunity. I'm sitting her out
Todd - I guess the pleasure is gone, I just don't want people to view you the way they do Christa.
Courtney continues her conversation with Christa.
Christa - I just thought of something funny. I'm only telling you because in the event that I DO get
voted out next, I want to make sure that Amanda doesn't win this game, 'cause I'm a bitch like
that. I just found it funny that Amanda and I were both on the chopping block, yet when the
opportunity to nullify votes at tribal council came up, she didn't leap at the offer. I mean, if a

vote was to be nullified, then suddenly the need to win immunity in order to cast a tiebreaker
vote wasn't important anymore. I, on the other hand, jumped right off, taking the risk in order to
ensure my TRIBE'S safety over my own. Keep in mind that this was BEFORE the offer of doubleimmunity that Todd picked. Also, I know you're just going to send what I'm saying to her, hence
why I'm telling you this. I know everything I'm saying is pissing her off, and I'm just loving it,
because if I get voted out, at least I'll know I drove someone insane on the way down. So send
Amanda my love.
Courtney - Hey, I didn't want it to go down this way, Christa. I'm sorry. There are ALOT of slime
balls in this game on both sides. To me, your last pair standing deal was an attempt to slip me
from my side, I had to tell them. As for the first immunity, I felt like I let my side down taking
this lame power at the immunity challenge tonight when if I stayed in, I could have got the vote
thingy... Amanda felt she needed immunity and with everyone from my 'side' selling one another
out, the vote thingy wasn't a sure thing. That's the way I look at it. I still don't know if that stray
vote was Chicken or not. I don't think I'll pubically expose the deal you offerred, but I have to sit
you out. There's alot of pressure for me to step up in my alliance.
Christa - Courtney, honestly, you shouldn't feel like you let your tribe down. There were THREE
people from Andoa still in the challenge when the vote cancel came up as an option, and not ONE
of them thought it was valuable enough to take for themselves.
Courtney reports back to Todd.
Courtney - Christa is panicing. She's still trying to make me turn on Amanda by pointing out
Amanda could have got the vote canceller... she took it for her side, but Amanda wouldn't. But
Amanda heard her name. Thats why she was going for immunity. Same reason you took immunity.
Christa's logic was faulty. She could afford to drop out because she didn't need the immunity. She
wasn't a target.
Todd - She also wisely encouraged me to take the immunity just to increase her chances of staying.
Courtney - hmm... interesting.
Courtney keeps tabs on Brianna as well.
Courtney - Can I count on you, Bri?
Brianna - I am with you Courtney. In fact, you and I are the only ones who have stayed completely
loyal to our own tribe... at least that is what Christa told me today.
Courtney - Don't trust Christa. She offered me a 'last pair standing' deal if I snaked Amanda. I am
trying to rally the troops to boot Christa. She's trying to split us all up, meanwhile she's preaching
loyality to her side. We have to vote out Christa or it will be a pagonging. James thinks he got his
partner to flip. Amanda's may too. We need all five of us to stick together and try to get a 6 th.
Brianna - Yeah. I realize that. She is spewing rumors.
Christa gets back with her fellow Omurano tribemember, Andrew.
Christa - I offered Courtney a deal last night that I would help her to be the last partner in the
game if she sat Amanda out at the next challenge. It was to benefit us as a tribe, but honestly, it
makes sense from a logic standpoint too. I mean, Amanda and James are snakes, and with Todd
in the game, I don't feel like people can fully trust me. I'm telling you now because Courtney has
threatened to "expose" me, and I'm ashamed or afraid to admit what I did.

Andrew - I'm glad you revealed this. Amanda has been sowing her seeds, of that I have no doubt.
Quite frankly I think Amanda and Todd need to go next. Now, we have the majority, and it
doesn't much matter to me what order. if I had thinks COMPLETELY my way, it would be Amanda
next because I frankly think she is the bigger shit stirrer. Unfortunately, I think there will be a
bigger push from the others for Todd. I hate the thought of her being in one more night. BTW,
who are the other people on our tribe partnered with?
Christa - Cindy/Brianna, Osten/Dave, Andrew/Peih-Gee, Fairplay/Chicken, Christa/Todd,
Lill/Amanda, Ryan/James, Tijuana/Courtney.
Andrew - Thanks. You know the wind is blowing towards Todd at this point, right?
Christa - Hey, I'd go for that. I want Amanda gone, but if it means keeping the tribe together.
Whoever needs to go, needs to go.
Andrew - That's how I feel. I'm trying to feel Lill out about it now. Basically, I told her I would go
with the majority, but I'd rather see Amanda first. We'll see how she feels. But, I have to pick
unity first, so if most of them want Todd, that's they way. I'm glad to hear you are flexible.
Andrew - So, I have to be frank here. We know the next two boots need to be Todd and Amanda,
right? Now, I will go with the majority in the tribe, but I have to admit that Amanda and the
distrust she is sowing is driving me batty. Any chance we could see her go first, or are you
adamant about Todd before Amanda.
Lill - nah. Take amanda out first. Let's just keep it quiet though.
Andrew - Okay. I'm glad you're doing this, I think it will be a good thing for us. And then Todd is
next.
Lill - that's fine.
Andrew - I'm feeling good about our chances, of course that means Probst will bring some kind of
twist that will screw us up...
Andrew - Well, Lill just told me she is fine with Amanda going first. I must admit, I'm a little
surprised, but happy.
Christa - Yeah, she told me last night. I was surprised too, but apparently Amanda isn't playing
rationally anymore. I've been purposefully trying to sabotage her and piss her off to the point
where she starts making mistakes. Honestly, Todd leaving at this point is nothing but good for
me, but I still think it's important to take out a schemer like Amanda.
Andrew - Well, it seems to have worked. Anyway, in my mind the next two boots should be
Amanda and Todd, in that order. Of course, that assumes no other twists, and that they don;t
win immunity. I guess we just have to make sure Osten, Ryan and Tijuana tow that line.
Christa - Yeah. That's my line of thinking too.

IMMUNITY CHALLENGE, Day 10
Jeff Probst - If you wish to participate you HAVE to post the answers to 10 questions in your
confessionals.
After the castaways have answered all the questions…
Jeff Probst - Okay, Now here's how this will work. I'll repeat the question and give you two options.
You will post the option that you thought was the most popular answer from Panoba. The first
person to answer is the only one who counts. If you are that person and you're incorrect, you will

be eliminated. However, if you are that person and you answer correctly, you will get to
eliminate someone from the competition. Are we ready to begin?
Courtney - umm... no Jeff, I get to sit someone out first, right??
Christa - I'd like to compete, Courtney, if only because we've got some people who aren't here. But
if you sit me out, I won't mind.
Jeff Probst - Today competing we have: Amanda, Andrew, Brianna, Christa, Courtney, James, Lill,
Tijuana, Todd. But first, we have some temptations to take care of...
Jeff Probst - Courtney, who would you like to eliminate?
Courtney - Last night, I looked into the devils eyes and I was given a very tempting deal. Someone
here, and I'm not gonna say who, offered to buy my soul if I took a knife and slit a friends throat.
Only problem, I wasn't selling. I'm here to tell that you my soul is intact. It's non-negotiable.
Christa, I'm sitting you out.
Lill - oooo drama!
Andrew - That speech brought a tear to my eye...really, it did.
Jeff Probst - Christa, sorry to say you wont be competing. Lill, for your advantage, you cannot be
eliminated for the first 3 rounds.
Andrew - Damn Lill, you really do kick ass.
Lill - woo-hoo!
Jeff Probst - Amanda, Andrew, Brianna, Courtney, James, Lill, Tijuana, Todd. Okay guys, first
question at 9:33, lag or no lag first person to answer gets it. 1. Who has the most control in
Panoba? Was the most popular answer Amanda or Lill?
Lill – Amanda
Courtney – Amanda
Jeff Probst - The most popular answer was.... Lill. Lill, you cannot be eliminated, however
someone needs to go this round... Courtney, you have been eliminated.
Tijuana - Wow.
Lill - wow! woo-hoo advantage!
Christa - *huggles Courtney on the bench*
Jeff Probst - 2. Who’s going home tonight? Was the most popular answer Amanda or Christa?
Lill – christa
Amanda – Christa
Tijuana – Amanda
Jeff Probst - The most popular answer WAS chrsita. Lill please eliminate someone from the
competition.
Christa I'm filled with SO much confidence right now.
Lill – Amanda. sorry...
Amanda Jeff Probst - Andrew, Brianna, James, Lill, Tijuana, Todd still remain. Next question at 9:42. Who
do you like the least? Was the correct answer Brianna or Christa?
Lill – christa
James – Christa
Tijuana - Lill how are you so fast? lol.
Christa - BRIANNA?! I mean, I could understand a couple other people...but BRIANNA?!
Jeff Probst - Christa was the correct answer. Lill please eliminate someone from the competition.
Lill – james
Todd - phew her saftey's gone!
James - At least I answered once.

Jeff Probst - James you are out of the competition. Andrew, Brianna, Lill, Tijuana, Todd still
remain. Lill, your advantage is over, you can be eliminated now. 4. Who will never win in a jury
vote? Was the correct answer Christa or Osten?
Lill – osten
Todd – Osten
Jeff Probst - Osten was correct. Lill please eliminate someone from the competition.
Lill – Todd
Todd - Thank you Lillian, you and the lazy crew can now take the win.
Jeff Probst - Andrew, Brianna, Lill, Tijuana still remain. 5. Who’s the friendliest person here? Was
the correct answer Courtney or Lill?
Lill – Courtney
Andrew – Lill
Jeff Probst - The correct answer was Courtney. Lill, please eliminate someone from the
competition.
Lill - brianna?
Courtney - Thanks guys!
Brianna - Dope.
Jeff Probst - Okay Brianna you have been eliminated. Andrew, Lill, Tijuana still remain. 6. Who is
most likely to win in a jury vote? Was the correct answer Amanda or Courtney?
Todd - the suspense is killing me, which friend will Lill screw over?
Lill – Courtney
Tijuana – Courtney
Andrew – Courtney
Tijuana - To think, if not for Lill's advantage she'd have been the first out.
Jeff Probst - Courtney is correct Lill please eliminate someone from the competition.
Lill – Andrew
Andrew - Oh Lill, yer breakin' my heart!
Jeff Probst - 7. Who thinks they’re in control, but isn’t? Was the most popular answer Christa or
Lill?
Lill – christa
Tijuana – Christa
Jeff Probst - ...congratulations Lill!!! A clean sweep. Looks like your advantage payed off. I'll see
everyone tomorrow. other answer: 8. Christa 9. Courtney 10. Lill
Lill - oh good! I would have hated to be WRONG on that question!
Tijuana - RE DO
Andrew - Kickin' ass and takin' names...Lillownage!
Christa - Hell, even I voted for me on that one.
Tijuana - Congrats Lill, that was a well earned win.
Amanda - I didn't get any congratulations' when I won.
Tijuana - Uh Amanda...this isn't about you.
Amanda - It's always about me.
Lill - Congratulations! Sorry...where WERE my manners? Maybe that's why I wasn't counted the
friendliest... DAMN!!!

Panoba, Night 10
Courtney - Lill better not give immunity to Christa.

James - Holy shit that would be bad.
Though she'd be exposing herself to all of us. Why bother?
Courtney - Yeah, she'd be a fool to do it. She'd give up a spot in the pair alliance and become
someone who snaked every side possible. She'd be the ulimate final two goat.
James - much like the real Lill? Blehhh.
Courtney - Just in case... vote Christa... Andrew backup.
James - That was the one moment that should have made Christa scared. Lil let a pair oppose her
in the finals... Christa knows about the pair alliance.
Christa - Talk about ownage. I just put Amanda for EVERYTHING.
Lill - I'm sure she returned the favor. Don't worry. She's gone soon enough. See how I took her out
first?
Christa - I saw wut u did thar.
Lill - The trick is to open a reply window, shrink it enough so you can put the clock next to the
window, and then keep refreshing the page until the question appears immediately under your
reply. type fast and send...
Christa and Andrew reconvene to discuss tomorrow’s Council.
Christa - All going according to plan. I'm slightly rattled by the answers, but then I remembered
that I'm TRYING to be bitchy, and that it was also 5 Andoas answering the questions.
Andrew - Exactly. Now we just have to make sure everyone is locked down for Amanda tomorrow
night. Looks like the tribe will stay strong.
Andrew – CONFESSIONAL - We SHOULD take out Andoa one by one. Unfortunately, they,
especially Amanda, are doing everything they can to sow distrust with us...and I fear that one of
my tribe will be a fucking idiot and turn. I'm working overtime trying to keep these people
strong. If they through the advantage away I will be seriously pissed. The next two boots should
be Todd and Amanda. I personally think Amanda should go first. But she has managed to sow
some distrust in Christa to save her stinking lying skin. So, it might be Todd next, but this whole
thing could go down to the wire.
Andrew works on getting Tijuana to vote for Amanda. Unbeknownst to him, Amanda
is Tijuana’s secret partner.
Tijuana - I don't even know where to begin but there's one central figure in all this, Christa. She
keeps talking to the Andoans. I know she's only trying to pull some to our side but in her efforts
all she's doing is causing confusion, bad blood and drama.
Andrew - You never have to worry about talking to me about the serious game shit. I agree with
you, this game makes you paranoid. I was totally over thinking everything yesterday before the
competition...and I was reading the simple shit that the Andoans were sending me. Then Lill
mentioned that they were running scared and desperate. Once I stopped paying attention to their
crap, everything fell into place. I guess what I mean by this is I think Christa is just playing the
game. She's trying to do what she can to keep an ear in their camp. Maybe I'm just loyal, but I
don't think she will turn on us. Eliminating Andoa remains the priority
Tijuana - Yeah, I don't think Christa will turn. My main concern was how people who aren't on as
much would react if someone from Andoa tried to twist Christa's words.
Andrew - They shut me off as I was answering this one. I agree. I talking to Lill and Christa, it looks
like we are going to go for Amanda next. Are you okay with that?

Tijuana - I'm up for voting anyone. What are Lill's thoughts? Could you see if Christa would be
willing to vote Todd? I'm not saying this is what I want to do, just wanna see how she reacts.
Tijuana – CONFESSIONAL - If Amanda does go and I do vote Christa I don't think what I did
will be discovered. I'm sure I'll be able to get Osten, Andrew, Ryan and Lill to all vote Todd (or
not that I;ll be able to get them to do it but that they will want to do that). Osten proposed an
alliance with me earlier and so I may use that as a back up plan. If my Christa vote is discovered
then I'll just apologize and act like it was just a rash decision and emotionally based and yadda
yadda. Oh and at that point I'll throw Lill under the bus
Tijuana - I think Christa is gunning for an Amanda boot.
Courtney - I think Christa is toast. Bri Todd aren't flipping You, Lill, Ryan... It's over. Andrew really
didn't like my little speech!
Tijuana - I've come to the realization that Andrew is firmly up Christa's ass. Seriously. I try to make
him question Christa and her actions and he refuses to believe anything bad about Christa.
Meanwhile, Lill is fanning the fire making Christa more enraged with Amanda and
her partner, Courtney.
Lill - What was up with Courtney when she sat you out? If she wass going to call you out, it was a
seriously half-assed way to do it. Friendliest my ass!
Christa - Yeah. I had half a mind to say. "Uh...you're a little late. Everyone knows already."
Lill - nah. it didn't deserve a retort. She's beneath you.
Christa - The funny thing is that they all say they hate me and they all say I think I'm in control,
but I'm not...yet they're all voting for me tomorrow. It's really apparent that Amanda's having her
little temper tantrum and playing emotionally.
Lill - She's more coolly, methodically planning your demise. She doesn't have the votes, though. So
she's sending her minions to try and sway our people... Has she spoken to you at all?
Christa - No. I personally hate talking to her. She's always so cutesy and fake. It bugs me.
Lill - me too.
Christa - I mean, would it kill her to just be up front with me and tell me, "Christa. I don't like you.
I want your ass out of the game." Instead she just hides behind this guise of being a nice little girl
who wouldn't hurt a fly. It's exactly like the real Amanda.
Lill - I know.
Tijuana and Amanda begin to feel uneasy about Lill after her challenge actions.
Amanda - love you bitch
Tijuana - lust you whore <3
Amanda - whats up, chicka?
Tijuana - well, you won't be happy
. Christa is still trying to target you. I hope Bri and Todd are
really gonna vote with you guys.
Amanda - We have Ryan...
Tijuana - Are we 100% on that? I hate how he isn't around much although I do like him as a person.
Amanda - James is, and I'm pretty sure we have Todd's vote as well. Ask Courtney or James, they
know. Do you think Lil's actions in the challenge were just to cover up the group?
Tijuana - Yes, definitely.
Amanda - definintely what? Lol

Tijuana - Go to your sent box and read the PM you sent to me that I responded to. Whore...
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - Christa. What a lying piece of crap. I want her to rot in the
depths of hell.
Nervous about the vote, Amanda approaches the virtually inactive Osten.
Amanda - Am I in danger?
Osten - Well its not really my call but...yeah I think they want to target you.
Amanda - I don't get what Christa's problem is with me. Ugh. I seriously never did anything to her.
I hope you can see how she's running this game.
Osten - I understand but if I flip, its over for me. The other omuruano members would be pissed
and target me next round. I gotta an almost guaranteed spot in the final six. And Im not looking
to screw that up.
Lill takes this opportunity to make sure Amanda and Christa are at eachother’s
throats playing them both against each other.
Amanda - Do you think Christa fell for your antics in the challenge? Do we still have Ryan and Todd?
Lill - I think so. Answering the questions alphabetically helped. Courtney said she had todd on
board. Ryan was genuflecting and kissing my ring this morning, after James read him the riot act.
Amanda - I have a feeling Christa is giving it one last attempt. If we think things are falling through
will you save me?
Lill - Of course. She thinks you send every waking moment writing her name on pieces of paper
over and over and circling every other letter....
Amanda - >_> Seriously, she is way more obsessed with this game than anyone. It's kind of scary.
Lill - You and christa really need to have a kncock down drag out fight in the message boards...I'll
bring the popcorn...
Amanda - I don't mind, I just am not sure if it'd be wise?
Lill - Of course it'll be wise. and entertaining. You have the upper hand here. Nobody's going to flip
over it, and everybody will know what she's like.
Amanda I'm scared.
Lill - me too. Would be fun.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - I am about to wring Christa's neck. Should I start ripping her ass
publicly? I really really want to.
Christa - So much ass coverage on Andoa. It pisses me off to be accused of being untrustworthy and
disloyal to my tribe when they're selling each other out, and Amanda wouldn't even give up
immunity for the temptation that I took.
Lill - You should get it out in the open. Have a knock down, drag out fight in the boards. I'll bring
the popcorn.
Christa - Nah. As much as I want to, I'm not a COMPLETE bitch.
Lill - Don't sell yourself short! You have it in you!!
Just kidding. But seriously, if you get it out in
the open they'll see what a two faced backstabbing bitch she is.

Lill – CONFESSIONAL - I instigated the war on both sides last night, just for fun, and to see
if I could bring them to Armageddon and the diffuse them.
I have options. I can flip to
anybody. If you do it right when the crap hits the fan there are nearly always people who can use
a disgruntled and disillusioned ex alliance member. I have immunity. And I left Amanda open for
votes and Christa thinks I'm still her best bud. I tried encouraging Amanda and Christa to open a
thread and have a knock down drag out hair puller. I don't think they'll do it, but they are both
letting the juices flow thinking about it, so it's all good. I'm a shit stirrer...I'm a shit stirrer...here
comes some now....
Just as Lill was trying to pit them against one another, her partner, Courtney, was
foiling her plans.
Amanda - I really wanna bitch out that cunt Christa.
Courtney - Christa will expose shit if she's voted out. My main concern is Lill. She's playing both
sides down the middle. She caused all this shit with Christa when my plan was... their side target
Todd, our side target Christa... keep the heat off of everyone in the partner alliance. I mean,
shit... we were offering Lill final four.. why put that in Jeopardy? I'll never have Lill's back going
forward, but we need her vote. I put Lill in that 5th or 6th spot now... assuming we take control.
Amanda - Lil's trying to get me riled up to attack Christa. Does she think I'm stupid?
Courtney - Lill sucks. She thinks she can play both you and Christa. She's getting caught in her own
tangled web. I say it again, I wish T was my partner.
While Lill’s schemes may not work on her long-time frienemy, Courtney, they may
just be working on Christa.
Christa - Hehe. I thought about what I'd say to Amanda when I call her out tomorrow.
Lill - do tell!
Christa - I'll probably start by calling her out on not taking the temptation that would've helped her
tribe take control at tribal council. I mean, the only logical reason why she or I would've stayed
in the game rather than grab that was because we didn't trust some of our tribe not to vote for
us at tribal council. I mean granted, I was worried, but I jumped off anyway. The immunity Todd
took next was just luck. I think Amanda knew she hadn't done much to unify her tribe like we
did, because she had her allies and then had others on the outside (Brianna, Todd) that she was
willing to sell out.
Lill - you should name names... It's always funner when people are outted as rats in public.
If
you're gonna clear the air get it all out in the open.
Christa - Oh, I will. I might get voted out tomorrow, so I'm not going to spare any mercy. Especially
since if I get voted off, I want my final words to be happy.
Lill - I'm pretty sure you're safe. But blaze away!
Christa – CONFESSIONAL - the fact that Lill is so openly encouraging me to do what I'm
doing. THAT is the kind of thing that makes me feel more confident in my alliance, because she
thinks I'm shooting myself in the foot. That means Lill is probably trying to set me up as a boot
down the road, or possibly even her final 2 goat, since I've basically been acting like a puppy that
needs her permission to do anything. This is all part of my strategy. I know it could heavily
backfire on me, but you don't win the game by playing it safe and playing under the radar. You
win the game by taking the game by the horns and never letting go no matter how hard it tries to
buck you off.

Panoba, Day 11
Tijuana - Hey
. Are you going to make TC tonight?
Osten - I plan to. Amanda right? Gotta finish those Andoas...
Tijuana - Yeah and I think you should bring some popcorn to TC cause I don't see Amanda going
down without a fight so it should be fun to watch
Osten - I gotta plan. So lets say we pagong the Andoa members right? Final six: Me, You, Christa,
Lill, Ryan and Andrew. Now do you honestly think any of us has a shot at winning against Christa
or Lill if its a jury vote?
Tijuana - Probably not
and we may not have much of a chance to win immunities with Lill
around.
Osten - Right so final six, Ryan (hopefully Andrew too) joins us we take out either Christa or Lill
depending on the immunity challenge. We take out the other one next round. Were in the Final
4. Its a rather simple plan. I mean, compare your changes of winning against Christa or Lill vs Me
or Ryan.
Tijuana - oh goodness...I took the time to pm Osten and I think he's about to try and propose an
alliance for you know, after we get rid of all the andoans.
Lill - already willing to sell her out? btw, christa is lobbying for me to give her my immunity at
TC... I did that once. never again.
Tijuana - That's pretty selfish of her. I'm glad Osten is willing to sell her out down the line - it
means we should be able to assuage any issues he has after this TC when Christa does go. I think
you and I need to make sure that we always have the upper hand in this partners alliance.
Lill - yes. Courtney is already planning Amanda's exit strategy definately. When she's gone, f3 we
lose courtney and f2 baby!
Christa - I thought of something while I was eating lunch (I ate one chicken nugget before realizing
how full I am). Now, feel free to laugh afterwards, because I honestly don't expect you to agree
to this, but at the very least, this might make for an interesting quote when they write up the
episodes. If you were to give me your immunity tonight, then that would basically be game over
for the Andoa Tribe. They've been focusing so much on taking me out that I doubt they've even
considered a second option. They won't target you (or Tij, or Ryan) because
Amanda/Courtney/James want to keep their partners in at all costs, just so they have a safety
net. So basically, if you give me immunity, they'll have to out themselves in the middle of the
tribal council area on who they want out, which would not only expose them as snakes to THAT
person, but also to the rest of the Omuranos.
Lill - I love you, but... The last time I gave up my immunity at TC (yes, I've done it before)
Everybody switched their vote to me and I was gone. Pairs or no pairs, the "Lill has the most
power on the tribe" thing (and the "annoying to talk to") gets me thinking people loyal to you
would jump ship to drop me... BTW Courtney says she has more to say about you tonite at TC. I
hope so, cuz last night's "expose'" was a big letdown.
Christa - Well that should be fun.
Christa warns Osten before she makes an impulsive move.
Christa - The shit is about to hit the fan. You might want to duck and cover, Osten.

Osten - I aint touching this shit...I QUIT!
Christa - Oh Osten.
Christa - *directs you to a bunker where Osten is already hiding* It's for your own protection, Tij,
because some explosions of nuclear proportions are about to go down.
Tijuana - Can I bring popcorn to the bunker?
Tijuana - Christa seems a bit crazy
Osten - She’s out of her fucking mind...
Tijuana - I haven't even read that entire post yet cause it's a bit wordy lol. I feel like if I were to
look the word spazz up in the dictionary her picture would be there.
Tijuana – CONFESSIONAL - Honestly, both sides are too smart or whatever for their own
good. Why not just stop fucking around and stick to one thing? Christa fucks around. Lill fucks
around. Courtney fucks around. Amanda fucks around. fuck 'em! I think though I may use this info
against Courtney later and maybe see about Lill and I being e to the vil later.
Christa makes a public post in which she calls out the members of Andoa.
Christa - Fourth, Amanda, I realize that you think I have a personal vendetta against you, but
honestly, the only think about you that I dislike is the terse and almost insulting way you PM me.
I don't even PM you anymore, because all you ever send me are these short, cutesy answers. You
want me out. I want you out. Why can't you just tell me that like an adult? The reason I'm
targetting you is because A. I got confirmation that it would be okay with taking you out. I would
never dream of going after you unless I could ensure the backing of the rest of my tribe. B. It's
extremely obvious that you're the leader of your tribe, and it has been since day 4 when Dave got
voted out, seemingly for targetting you. I mean, you guys had someone who hadn't even shown
up (Peih-Gee), yet Dave went home, possibly putting your tribe at risk if we had a swap, because
suddenly you have a no-show in your midst.
The fact is, it is more apparent with you than with anyone else in this game that you are playing
solo and you are more than willing to shove your allies under the bus if it means securing yourself
a spot farther in the game. You were willing to sell out Todd to Lill, if it meant keeping your
head off the chopping block, and you were willing to sell out Lill to Todd, iof it meant keeping
Todd loyal to you.
Courtney - Someone actually read all this stuff?
Amanda - Okay, I don't really know where to start, but I'll give it a go... Sorry if you don't like the
way I PM people, that's just the way I am. I am cute, what can I say? Second of all, in regards to
Dave, you have been misinformed. Anyone on Andoa can vouch that Dave was hardcore
campaigning against me despite the fact that everyone was fine with voting out Peih-Gee. And I
don't think that's enough justification to say I'm a leader of some sort. I don't know what you've
been told but I certainly don't think I'm running the show at all. Now onto the Todd thing. I will
tell you right now, and you probably won't believe me, that I NEVER sold Todd out. I never even
gave the impression that I would be okay with voting him out. NEVER. Whatever information you
have on that is complete bullshit. In regards to our mistreatment of Brianna, I don't even know
where that's coming from. I've always been friendly with Brianna and I thought we got along. If
that's not the case, then I guess Brianna doesn't like me. I'm used to it. I know your whole clan
hates me, so I'm over it.

Christa - Todd & I both know where our loyalties lie, Amanda. I believe I made it clear that if it
meant keeping my tribe strong and together, I would vote him out. I know he would do the exact
same thing and he has expressed similar opinions to me. And as for your denial of betraying him.
There was really no reason for anyone to target Todd at all unless they either wanted to take out
my partner, which is a stretch, or they were informed by someone on your tribe. You see, the
way I see it, Todd showed up late for the game through no fault of his own. Just from the way he
talked to me in our confessional, it seemed like he had little to no power, and was just doing
what he could to keep himself around. So why exactly would his name be brought up at a point in
the game when Todd would be exactly the type of person willing to jump shipSo forgive me for
not believing you, but none of what you're saying makes any sense.
Amanda - I'm telling you I never said that about Todd, I really don't give a damn whether you
believe it or not. As for the rest of it, I think you need to take a look at the bigger picture, you
seem to be misinformed about a lot of things. You really don't know it all, Christa.
Tijuana - you know what we need is a good old fashioned mud wrestling match.
Jeff Probst - The Battle of the Bitches has official begun.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - Christa is trying to be slick and call me out. She is just making
herself look like the biggest twat in the world. Whatever, she's giving up because she can't beat
me. If anything, Christa's rant is amusing because she's so ridiculously deluded it's not even funny.
HELLO BITCH?! Me and Lil aren't partners! Tijuana and I are, Courtney and Lil are!!!! You are a
dumb twat that got played and OWNED. I think she basically has given up. I'm waiting on
confirmation regarding Ryan's vote, and Todd seems to be undecided at the moment. I offered
Todd a deal if he votes with us, so I think he'll agree to it. I was concerned before, but I'm over
it. Whatever. Drama seems to always be around me even though I seriously am not doing
anything sneaky. Courtney and Lil are the snakes, I really haven't done anything to anyone and
they're painting me as the bad guy, but it doesn't matter, all will be revealed soon enough.
Christa – CONFESSIONAL - Well, I think that at this point, I've posted my little rant in a
public forum, just so everyone knows I'm telling the truth. There are basically two options for the
vote tonight: either I go home, or I don't. I would have to be incredibly stupid to think that I'm
100% safe, and thus I will do whatever it takes to not only get myself past one round, but also
convince people that it's smart to keep me around a lot longer than that. The objective of my
rant was to first try and instill some doubts in Brianna and Todd's minds, possibly getting them to
swing to our side. And even if it doesn't work, hopefully I've sabotaged Amanda's game, because
while I don't have anything against her, if she wants to act like she's a saint and I'm not, when
we're playing almost the same exact game, then she can go fuck herself.
Christa calling Amanda out publicly has put a strain on partners Courtney and Lill.
Lill - Please tell me... You'll go apeshit crazy about Christa's opus... I know you have it in you...
Courtney - Probably not. How'd she figure this shit out? If she knows this... does she know you and
T sold her out at this point?
Lill - no. She's completely oblivious. She sent her rant for me to proofread this morning.
She has
one Pm from you and a couple from Amanda, and the rest that Ryan didn't spill earlier, she's
making up I think. She spent all night on it I bet. Please give us some drama... Just so I can post
"Miss Congeniality, MY ASS!!"

Courtney - Nope. I know what you're doing Lill. I'm not as stupid as Christa. You're putting the vote
at risk if Bri or Todd don't vote our way. I wish you'd stop this shit. You put our partner alliance
at risk pushing Christa's buttons, you shifted the target to Amanda... enough is enough.
Lill - you're WAY too paranoid. I didn't say anything to her. She sent me the thing as is. I didn't add
or take anything away from what she had. I didn't give her any of whatever was in there. I'll tell
you that Osten is pissed that Christa is doing this
Courtney - I'm not Paranoid. I'm pissed. These events started when the target shifted to Amanda. If
she knows about the pair allaince, why is she having you proof the pm? I mean, really... I'm going
to have to start pming Bri and Todd again tonight to keep them in the fold.
Lill - She runs EVERYTHING by me. You know that. I've been Christa's "right hand person since day
1." She trusts me, that's how I can give you useful intel. She told me last night that she was going
to call Amanda out. I told you that. She had to do something since you called her out yesterday.
If you notice, she STILL doesn't know who is in charge of the alliance or who the pairs are.
Christa's rant does her all harm and no good.
Courtney - We got this if we stick to the 'plan'... This is the last gasp for the other side. The logjam
is at the final six... Ryan or James first.
Lill - Ryan is a useless, and a reformed rat fink, who is never at challenges. James is much more of
a threat.
Courtney - Ryan admits to being a rat... pre-votes christa/Andrew backup... and won't be seen
again until after tonights vote. He's probably the smartest person in the game. Rudy it, baby!
Even Christa’s closest Ally, Andrew, has doubts after her public rant.
Lill – CONFESSIONAL - Christa posted an opus rant, and it's been the battle of the bitches
all day. I wonder how the vote will go down? Surely Christa will be voted out...I think. A tie
would be funny, although I'd be king ratfink if I chose either of them. I'd have to go with Amanda,
and be a ratfink to Andrew and Osten, rather than be a ratfink to A,C,J,R,T. Gotta choose your
enemies. I may be able to move Andrew into Ryan's spot, seeing that he's not available. dunno.
For the record, I started this war...
Lill - What do you think of her rant? I don't know how this helps us...
Andrew - Now, I have big loyalty to you and Christa...that being said, the rant pisses me off. There
is no need for it. We have the majority, and if we stay strong we control the game. She must be
so paranoid about a turn that she did this. Now, be straight with me. Is the play still Amanda, or
are you guys thinking something else and you don't want me to know about it? Because if the play
is still Amanda, once that is over we need to sit Christa down and tell her to zip it.
Lill - That's still the plan, but I'm hearing the same rumblings from T and R, and O seemed put out
by it. Speaking VERY frankly (and don't tell Christa I said this) I think this screws us over. If T,O or
R flips It could be bad. Christa asked me to give her my immunity. um...no. I have the tie
breaker, though. We may need to do some fast tapdancing if this goes bad.
Andrew - At the end of the day Lill, I'm with you. I just think it is in our better interest to stay
solid, then deal with Christa. But if you feel things are unravelling, let's talk about it.
Lill - I think we'll still be together. I'll yak at the rest and try to keep us strong. If we win this vote
it's clear sailing.
Lill – CONFESSIONAL - Yes, my character is a sociopath. I screw with people just to do it. I
make alliances just so it causes the most damage when I break them. I push people's buttons and
pull people's strings just for the fun of it, and I sit back and watch the mayhem. Most of the time

I get away with it, at least for awhile. I'm not here to make friends. I'm here to wreak a path of
destruction, and to not make too many enemies doing it. And my goal is to give my partner a
stroke before the end. How far will I get away with it? I don't know.
James and Courtney have their doubts right before Council.
James - Ryan said he felt bad lying to Christa and Andrew cuz they asked him to vote Amanda. I
think if he felt bad about that...he would feel doubly bad about potentially lying to me.
Courtney - I... think we're good. Otherwise, we're pagonged.
James - I hope we're not in for a nasty surprise.
Courtney - I saved a bunch of lill pms just in case... I will expose her to Christa is Amanda goes.
James – CONFESSIONAL - Wow. I did not see Christa's tirade coming. I give her credit for
trying her heart out. I'm sure the viewers love the drama. But the odds are not in her favor. She
wanted to stick with her tribe until the end, when it was clearly not in everyone's interests to do
so. We have partners, use em. If she somehow survives tonight I will be hella pissed. That would
mean a very short stay for me. I'm gonna have faith in my alliance now, and not freak out too
much. But tonight we'll know where everyone really stands.

Tribal Council, Night 11
Jeff Probst - Welcome everyone, Lill, first order of business, are you keeping your immunity
tonight?
Christa - *enters the TC area and takes my seat* Thanks for waiting, Jeff
Courtney - Lill isn't even here... she's holding this up.
Lill - oh hi! I was getting dinner. As for the immunity...welll I was thinking maybe. hell no it's mine!
I defeated the evil LAG to win it!!! Screw you guys it's mine!!!
Jeff Probst - Okay, Let's get right down to it. Amanda, Christa, catch me up. You're arguments
have been built up as the "Battle of the Bitches." Either one of you want to shed some light on
the battle?
Amanda - Not really. I'll let Christa speak first if she wants to.
Christa - Well, Amanda & I both know that we're the targets tonight because we're the biggest
threats from our original tribes. The topic I made earlier was just to get some things off my
chest.
Jeff Probst - Todd, how has your decision last round to exchange immunity for your secrecy
affected this round?
Todd - It's put be between a rock and a hard place, so to speak. The rock being the Andoa's and the
hard place being the Omurano's. Tonight I could very well be the swing vote. Either way tonight I
have to make a very difficult decision. Trust my secret partner, or trust my old tribe. I hope I've
made the right choice.
Jeff Probst - Andrew, how has camplife been since the arguments between Amanda and Christa
began?
Andrew - Other than providing an interesting side show, camp is moving along much as it has been.
Jeff Probst - Christa, do you feel like you're going home tonight?
Christa - I trust my tribe, Jeff. Keeping me around keeps Omurano in the majority and it also keeps
the target off the backs of my allies. That being said, you can't be one hundred percent certain

of ANYTHING in this game, and I'm not going to say that I'm safe tonight. I could easily be voted
off at any time.
Gary – HOST - I having a real hard time believing all the professionalism in here. After this much
time, Don't you people just wanna lose your minds on someone? Afterall, TC is the best place to
do it
Jeff Probst - Was all of this "calling out" a last ditch effort to receive votes? Do you think or worked
or backfired?
Andrew - Haven't we had enough drama for one day?
Lill - No
Jeff Probst - ...are you new?
Gary - There's never enough drama, my friend
Christa - Calling Amanda out was meant specifically to help me feel better about all the stuff that's
been going on over the past few days. I know that a lot of people have been trying to convince
members of the original Omurano tribe that I am untrustworthy, so I wanted to set the record
straight. In terms of votes gained or lost, I don't think it really would've made a difference. If I'm
going to be voted out, then I'm going to be voted out.
Courtney - To clearfy, I don't feel too good about the vote going my way tonight.
Lill - you shouldn't
Jeff Probst - Brianna, do you know what side Courtney is talking about? Is it in reference to things
mentioned in Christa's speech?
Brianna - Um... I don't really know what is going on right now and I am kind of a bit shocked at
Christa's speech still (I just read it) so I can't really elaborate on that.
Christa - Gary, I'm laid back because I don't feel that blowing up and screaming at people
accomplish anything. Even in my call out topic, I just wanted to get the facts out as best I could.
Plus, my stomach is in knots right now, so it's hard to get angry or emotional about anything.
Amanda - I want a question.
Jeff Probst - Tijuana, is this game still up in the air or have there been clearly defined sides?
Tijuana - I'd like to think that there are clearly defined sides but then you hear about people
saying things that go against what you thought was going on. Lots of actions that seem to
contradict what people say to you directly.
Jeff Probst - Christa, if you leave tonight, what's the one thing you'd like your tribemates to know?
Courtney - The epic showdown is becoming a whimper... I was promised mud wrestling.
Gary – Does Lil's blatant arrogance bother anyone?
Lill - ...I don't think I'm THAT annoying...
Christa - If I leave tonight, I want my tribe to know that I'm not upset at any of them and I'll be
rooting for them.
Jeff Probst - ...lame, no alliances exposed? no bitchy speeches? WHERE'S THE FIGHT!!?
Gary - So then why is it OK for Lil to be cocky, and when Christa steps up and shows too much
confidence she is in the shit?
Todd - Lill's a character, and you have to love that about her!
Tijuana - I don't think lill was being cocky. She has immunity and so yes, she's safe. If anything, Lill
has been showing her vulnerability since she seems a bit upset at having been voted most
annoying.
Courtney - My only problem with Christa is trying to split my tribe up by offering side deals, such
as the abovementioned "last pair standing" deal to me. I have no problem with her personally and
think she's getting a bad rap.

Lill - what's a little tribe splitting among friends? You think she's getting a bad rap, you should vote
with us to save her from being besmirched by she who will not be named...
Amanda - Can I ask how I'm cutesy if all these people hate me? I don't think that adds up.
Jeff Probst - Amanda, you feel hated by everyone?
Amanda - Well, some people aren't very nice to me, but I've got thick skin.
Tijuana - Um, being cutesy is not a good thing. It means you're fake and annoying
Amanda - Oh, so you're cutesy too then?
Tijuana - No, I'm just adorable.
Osten - Awww I dont hate you Amanda... Its just that the best part about you is always blurred.
Jeff Probst - Amanda, do you feel like you've done anything to deserve being treated less than
nicely?
Amanda - Not that I am aware of. I think a lot of people are just misinformed.
Jeff Probst - Care to correctly inform them?
Amanda - Not really, they'll have to take my word at face value and if they wish to learn the truth
they can keep me and I'll tell them.
Tijuana - Why not tell us now?
Jeff Probst - Amanda, isn't that a bit unreasonable? To feel like you're unfairly criticized for
incorrect info yet don't want to share the real information?
Amanda - I'm not going to publicly reveal it. I know some people wouldn't appreciate that.
Courtney - Anyone willing to fess up to voting for me last TC?
Andrew - One vote, cry me a river.
Jeff Probst - The first member of our jury...
Jeff Probst - http://strandedgaming.com/episodes/peru/tc6.html
Lill -HOLY SHIT!!! YOU RATFINK BASTARDS!!!!!!!!! YOU'RE DEAD!!!
Osten - Were gonna have a little talk about this later....
Andrew - ::YAWN:: Call me when you're all done licking Amanda's asscrack.
Amanda - *rolls eyes*

Christa – FINAL WORDS I made the jury, and that was a major goal of mine. I'm just happy I get to spend time in jury
lodge with you guys instead of loser's lodge. No offense to Chicken, but he's the only person that
seems to show up anymore, so Loser's Lodge would be really boring. To Omurano, I love you guys
and I'm glad that you helped me get as far as I did. Lill, you'd better win this, because I think
you're the best player in this game. Tijuana, sorry we didn't talk more. Andrew, you were always
so nice and you rock, and I hope your son's team wins some games. Osten, you did a damn good
job for someone in such a difficult time zone. You too, Ryan. Courtney, I appreciate you being so
honest with me. Todd & Brianna, what I was telling you WAS true. Don't fall victim to a trap,
although it may be too late. And Amanda, no hard feelings. I really didn't have a personal grudge
against you. Now, for whoever understands this next reference earns themselves 10000 Christa
points!
"My tribe...
My... tribe...
Who will run my tribe when I'm gone...
My tribe...
My posts... My threads...
My...
alliances...
Have a nice day...*collapses to the floor*
*springs up* CLEAN UP! TRIBAL COUNCIL SIX! *collapses again*"

